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Web Design Toy is a simple free applet providing an easy way to view and edit HTML content. Unlike most HTML editors on the market, Web Design Toy displays web-page content in an intuitive and elegant split-window layout. So instead of
reading HTML code in a text box, the user sees the web-page content in a well-formed web browser. That way, no matter the size of the output display screen, the applet automatically adapts to the browser display. A simple mouse click to the

"edit" button on the screen left opens an HTML editor, where the user can make alterations to the web page. Web Design Toy requires no installation - it is part of a compact single executable package. And no spyware - no DLL files. No Internet
Explorer (IE) dependencies. It is a freeware program with no way for Acme to make money. An example screen-shot is shown above. Here the user is shown web-page content in the Display window, while the user is doing his or her own editing

in the HTML Editor window. This simulation employs various concepts of pattern recognition. It represents a basic pattern of man-computer interaction. In the first three tests, human is represented by a simplified 2D character, which moves
from one point to another searching for an object by changing color, while avoiding collisions with obstacles. During the first step, the algorithm generates a number of collision possibilities to find a pattern (object in the center of the frame). For
the second test, the algorithm is capable of determining the relative position of the obstacles. In the last test, the obstacles are moved back and forth. An illustrated sequence of error detection This small demonstration program is a simulation of a
simple disk defragmentation program. The user can press keys from a menu with the mouse to display the defragmentation process as an illustration. The printed message may be changed at any time by pressing various hotkeys while waiting for
the program to print a text. The opening screen shows a list of files, displayed as a table, with the date and time, the total file size and file name. The file names are clickable, and information is displayed when the cursor is dragged over the icons.
When the user clicks on the left top corner of the window, a preview window for each file opens. There are four tabs in this window: name, attributes, size and date. There is also a download tab where the user can download the selected file. Each

tab has a
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First, click on Install and the program will install to your Windows directory. Simply double-click on the "Web-Design-Toy.exe" file and click on "Run Program". Your browser does not support playing this file Web Design Toy allows instant
visual rendering of Web pages using the Window's SplitView (same as in the right-click menu) The results can be saved and rendered from Windows Explorer and other application or the browser can be started without saving the "page" to disk.
With the changes you make to the source code and the browser, your changes will automatically appear on the SplitView side-by-side your web page. As a user, you can go back and forth between the Web page and the "page" by dragging and

dropping the split window around as shown in the image below. Web Design Toy is a great teaching tool to teach HTML, to introduce students to CSS or to use your own tutorials. Perhaps you wish to describe a table for a class or to explain how
to move around the page. There are no HTML views - only the HTML code is shown. It is a simple straightforward tool which has several advantages over a "full screen" browser. Please select a download method below. To show off Web Design

Toy we have a short video which shows the work. Want the program as a compressed (ZIP) file? Right-click the download and then select "Compress". This will create a single compressed file with all files contained within. RIGHT-CLICK to
download the program from the Internet! Instructions for Right-Click to Download. Right-click the download link and select "Save target as...". This will create a single file which you can run with the "Run Program" function in the Windows

Explorer. Or you can open the "Web-Design-Toy.exe" file directly. Hot Downloads FREE SAMPLE Want to see how the Free Sample looks? Here is a short video of the Free Sample... I am happy to send you a FREE SAMPLE of Web Design
Toy and any future updates. Just say "YES" in the "Would you like to receive a free sample?" Form. If you don't want any more, simply delete the entire form. If you did want more, just say "YES" in the "I want to receive future updates"
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A free, Web-based HTML IDE. The editor window is split into a web browser and a page editor. The user types HTML into the web browser and can preview the results in the page editor. When the user types the same HTML text into the page
editor window it will appear exactly as they typed it in the web browser. Designer and browser window have the same colors to enable a fast learning curve for students. The tool is lightweight (less than 500 k) and provides a very quick learning
experience for students. It is ideal for use in the classroom for students or in learning tutorials for webmasters and web developers. The HTML source code can be saved and edited as required. A color picker is also included for source code
editing. Web-Design-Toy is a single compact executable file with no spyware or even DLL dependencies. It is part of a growing collection of freeware web tools available here at Acme Web Design. Here are some key features of "Web Design
Toy": * The editor window is split into a web browser and a page editor * The user types HTML into the web browser and can preview the results in the page editor * The user types the same HTML text into the page editor window and it will
appear exactly as they typed it in the web browser * The designer and browser window have the same colors to enable a fast learning curve for students * A color picker is included for source code editing * The HTML source code can be saved
and edited as required * The tool is lightweight (less than 500 k) and provides a very quick learning experience for students * It is ideal for use in the classroom for students or in learning tutorials for webmasters and web developers * The HTML
file can be exported as a GIF or JPEG for later editing * It can also export the HTML code as an HTML file * It can export to a folder in the zip file * It can print the HTML code or save it to a file * The HTML code is saved and remembered
for a future session * The HTML code is remembered between sessions in the editor * It can save the HTML as a zip file * Code is only saved when the user presses the save icon Introduce to HTML Email Templates for Outlook. Simply send
the included templates and they will be instantly filled out for you. No HTML or CSS skills required. With this 3-in-1 template you can send out e-cards,

What's New in the Web Design Toy?

Web Design Toy is a deceptively simple split-window layout. Whatever HTML is typed in the editor window is instantly shown in web-page form in the display window. The result is an immediate feedback learning tool - a perfect companion for
any HTML course or learning tutorial. To use, download the program and run. The program is entirely self-contained and requires no installation (it can also be run directly from fixed media such as Flash card or CD). Deceptively simple, Web-
Design-Toy helps students quickly get over difficult learning curves such as tables and CSS styles. It's a fantastic companion for any HTML course, tutorial or book. Web-Design-Toy is a single compact executable with no spyware or even DLL
dependencies. It is part of a growing collection of freeware web tools available here at Acme Web Design. Here are some key features of "Web Design Toy": ￭ Simplifies learning HTML by providing the student with instant feedback ￭ It's
simple! No training required and no learning curve ￭ No DLLs installed and no IE dependencies to conflict with other software ￭ Compact and simple - just one 500k executable file - no installation ￭ Really freeware! No spy-ware, no ad-ware
no parasites This is a very useful browser, which allows you to browse websites. A n important feature is that you can have the address bar hidden, i.e. type a website name/URL into the search bar and click enter. You will then be taken to the
corresponding site! You can have it set to always do this (for when you’ve forgotten the URL) or set how many websites it will look in. Pressing the options button will allow you to view your history of searches, and your settings can be saved
using the preferences dialog. The program is free, it has a small folder footprint (it doesn’t need to install on your hard drive), it is ad-ware free and there are no spy-ware type programs that can slow the system down. It’s a no-brainer if you’re
looking for a free browser. Functions - What websites are loaded when you start a search, you can set it to be a fixed set, a list of websites, or random. - Search Engine History - The history is saved to a sqlite file for persistent storage. There are
options for you to add/delete
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System Requirements:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7 (32-bit / 64-bit), 8 (32-bit / 64-bit) Windows XP, Vista, 7 (32-bit / 64-bit), 8 (32-bit / 64-bit) Processor: Intel Core i3, i5, i7 (32-bit / 64-bit) Intel Core i3, i5, i7 (32-bit / 64-bit) Memory: 2 GB RAM (32-bit) 2 GB
RAM (32-bit) Graphics:
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